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Feel tf,at fiItst bass
BASS catch recorder Geoff GoneIIa begins a two-part article on starting bass fishing by

explaining how to find the fish,,,

ou read through
the magazine,
maybestopping
atthe bass
section. You see

the big fish that can be caught
and want one of yourown.
Well, help is at hand.

The easiest way is to hire a

professional bass guide to teach you
how to find and catch bass, or you could
spend a day on a charter boat that
specialises in bass, especially if there's a
trip for learners and improvers. lf these
aren't for you then read on.

You have to understand bass to be able
to catch them. lt is a predator, eating live
creatures like worms, crabs, shrimps,
prawns, sand hoppers, and juvenile fish
such as small pouting and joey mackerel,
sandeels, gobies and blennies.

I suggest you target bass up to around
Zlb because they are more predictable
in their habits than the larger ones,
and they provide good experience of
catching and handling.

Where to starJ fishing
An obvious place to start is an estuary
that holds plenty of food for the bass
and a variety of places to fish. A main
channel that always carries water might
even hold resident bass. lt doesn't
matter if it's sandy or muddy, but murky
water can affect presentation with

some methods.
Don't rule out muddy estuaries; with

silty water the bass can feed boldly
in bright conditions, but clear water
and bright sunlight usually puts them
off. Some estuaries, or even parts of
estuaries, are designated Bass Nursery
Areas to prevent fishing for'plate size'
bass that are under the legal Minimum
Landing Size (MLS).

See http=l ltinyurl. com/Sastghz
Unfortunately many nursery areas are

poorly signposted, so the onus is on the
angler to be aware of nursery areas and
the laws that apply. Also some estuaries
have bylaws prohibiting the use of
some baits and methods if there are
sea-trout or salmon present.

This advice for targeting schoolies in
estuaries is to set out to improve your
whole approach to bass fishing, and for
you to catch your first bass. After that
you can target bigger bass by applying
what you have learnt to a longer stretch
of coastline.

Search Google Earth, Ordnance
Survey maps and regional boat users'
guidebooks for an estuary that offers
plenty of features such as bends in the
main channel, marsh and land points,
man-made structures, islands, wrecks,
sudden changes in depth, and side
streams entering the main channel.

Then check out each feature on a
spring low tide, for where the bass's
food fish will feed, such as weed beds,
bait beds, rock pools, rubbly ground,

Man-made
structures can
attract bass

You know
where, next
time it's
when to go
bossfishing.

man-made structures and wreckage,
sudden changes in the bottom, and
where streams and drains enter the
main water.

Look for anything that could change
the natural flow, such as obstructions
or narrows that make the water speed
up, or sudden changes in the bottom
that show as flat calm water changing
to swirls. These willwash out the food
fish f rom their nooks and crannies into
the path of the marauding bass. Take
photos and notes of distances and
angles for fishing spots, snags, and
means of access.

Back home, you can identify possible
marks that you want to fish, then check
them out on a spring high tide to see if
they are fishable and safe at extreme
high tides. 5I
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